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Please come to meet our team at the Maison & Objet exhibition from 

September 9th to 13th 2021 at Paris Nord Villepinte 

Hall 6 / Area Today / Stand G38 

 

ALUMINOR is a French expert in the creation, manufacture and commercialization of 

interior lightings. 

We offer all types of interior lightings for home and office decoration: lamps, floor lamps, 

sconces and suspensions. 

 

ALUMINOR’s USP : 

*a well-known savoir faire 
*a 70 year experience 
* one of the oldest interior lightings manufacturer and one of the last still in the business 
* a factory located next to Nice with their own production lines, integrated logistics and 
a 18 people team 

 

ALUMINOR develops and commercializes their own collections 

We usually develop more than 10 new products every year. 

 

3 famous lightings presented on M&O 2021: 

 
 

TRIO     

You will like this asymmetric floor lamp 

thanks to its creative design and the 

different materials used. TRIO is very 

convenient and combines several functions: 

lighting, shelf and smartphone charger. TRIO 

will perfectly fit in a waiting room or an 

entrance hall! 

 

 

 

 



CLARELLE S 

You will like this suspension thanks to its 

creative shape and style. It will perfectly fit 

an office, a living room or even a kitchen 

thanks to its industrial and trendy look. You 

can adjust the height of every lamp to 

perfectly adapt the suspension to your 

wishes. 

 

 

 

TAMARA LT                                                                                                                                               

You will fall in love with TAMARA LT  

thanks to its Art Deco design that gives a super innovative look. 

 

ALUMINOR makes even more! 

 

* To adapt their ligntings to the customers’ wishes and needs: 

Thanks to its savoir faire, its teams and its factory located in France, ALUMINOR adapts 

its lights to its customers’ needs and wishes while maintaining very reactive deadlines.  

"Our team studies your needs and adapts our lights to your specific requirements: 

colors, materials, wood species, particularities....We especially have a paint booth that 

allows us to adjust the color of our lights to your wishes! " says Richard BARBETT, CEO 

of ALUMINOR for 3 years. 

 

*Create and manufacture specific lighting fixtures for its customers: 

Moreover, ALUMINOR is also able to create, develop and manufacture lighting fixtures 

specifically for its customers. Architects, decorators, hotels or restaurant owners... 

The ALUMINOR team accompanies them at each step of their project with a great 

reactivity to guarantee satisfaction and respect of the deadlines. 

 

*Undertake CSR initiatives: 

Finally, ALUMINOR is committed to ambitious CSR initiatives, especially to reduce the 

environmental impact of its lighting and more globally of its activity. 

Come and meet us at M&O (H6 stand G38)! 

We will be happy to present you our collections, our know-how and our achievements! 

 

You can also find all our lights on: www.aluminor.fr 
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